
Lincoln announces easing of EKG rules

Lincoln Life will no longer require EKG's for any face amount
between the ages of 1 and 50, and 70 plus. EKG's will be
needed for ages 51 through 69 for amounts of $500,001 and
over. Lincoln will now use the NT-pro-BNP study, a simple
addition to the blood studies already being done in the lab. A
positive result in this study correlates closely with an inflammation
in the heart lining, a major indicator that some process is going
on that needs further investigation. Carriers are increasingly
moving to NT-pro-BNP, although physicians in general clinical
practice seldom order it.

Need to win a nice case?
 
At Dixon Wells we have access to a uniquely helpful tool called
Life Trends. Life Trends allows us to compare permanent
contract costs for many carriers very quickly. Let's say you have
a 42 year old preferred risk clients, who wants to look at
$500,000 of guaranteed UL to age 100 that is paid up at age 65.
Life Trends works in 5 year age increments, so we can look at
age 40 and 45 with the same parameters and immediately see
the ten best prices at each age. We then consider the other
parameters (service, underwriting, and comp) to determine the
best option for you to present. Life Trends saves a lot of time,
while providing accurate results across the marketplace. Call us
today for a quote!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001y1ltD-1ldJDzDiVwNHG-Es5HooYJqU2RTJRjSvwn_LiyjeQXwVNZuLU_Xx9V_9iF8nePfpAjwPa2dwXELMcWkjJRapwKPJBa9piNbLzyGRG_O2j0jdxfa1ELyqSchQUlGZVTPcj7BL-2cdB9v0rPlcPHi4DKqngEzKyOIntyaZ8=&c=&ch=


PAUL can help offset new DOL rules.

Nearly a year ago, Metlife introduced PAUL (Premier
Accumulation UL). The product is designed for large premiums,
and it gives almost immediate access to all cash values without
surrender charge. According to Metlife, the product is hugely
successful, especially with planners who are accustomed to
financial transaction commissions, including asset trailers. If your
practice handles qualified money, the new DOL rules regarding
fiduciary liability may create a new level of difficulty. If so PAUL
can be a great addition to your practice, and it could replace or
even increase your income from this area. Click here for more
information.
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